HAYDAR JANG
over him. Matters reached such an extent that Haydar Jangi,
the 'ildqadarof M. Bussy, in the strength of his position, domi-
nated all the amirs of the Deccan and brought them under his
power. He left to Salabat Jang nothing but the name and
proudly beat the drum proclaiming, *I amPharoah/ so much so
he never tolerated any one in the palace to open his mouth in
opposition to his wishes. The amirs and the nobles who had
grown grey in the services of Nawwabs Asaf Jah, Nasir Jang
and Ghaziu'd-DIn Khan and who did not care for him were, one
after another, either killed, blinded or imprisoned. For ex-
ample, Shah Nawaz Khans, the old d'lwdn of Nawwab Asaf Jah
and Nawwab Nasir Jang, was imprisoned along with his son
SamsamnM-Dawla Bahadur and finally murdered. He desired
to murder the three brothers of Salabat Jang who were
prisoners in the army quarters, to do away with Salabat Jang
and to establish himself on the throne of the Deccan. Thus
he aimed at his prosperity through impossible channels.
 (1)	IJaydar Jang   is Abdur-Rahman,  one of the   two   sepoy-captains
originally   employed by the French.     He   accompanied M. Bussy  to the
Deccan and rose to be his dhvan and right-hand man.
 (2)	Shah Nawaz Khan was born of a very noble family in 1700 A.D.   He
served as the diwdn of Berar under Nissatmrl Mulk and Nasir Jang.   He was
given the title of Sam§amu'd-Dawla and the rank of 7,000 horse by Salabat
Jang.   He managed to get the dismissal of M. Bussy in 1756, though only
for   a time,  and also  enhanced  the authority of Nizam  All,  the younger
brother of Salabat Jang.   Shrlh Nawaz Khan was imprisoned at Dawlatabad
which was seized by M. Bussy in 1758.   M. Bussy's diwan was murdered on a
visit to Nizam All who pretended  submission.    In the conflict that ensued
Shah Nawaz was slain  (1758).   Nizam  All fled from the scene of confusion
with a party of horse and later secured the deposition and imprisonment of
his brother.
Shah Nawaz Khan was the author of the work Ma'athiruU-Umara-i-Tiinu^
riyya, containing the memoirs of the nobles who served in Hindustan and the
Deccan under the house of Timiir. It was left unfinished; later on was
supplemented by one Mir Ghulam All Azad, and completed by his own son in
1779. The son was also given the title of $amsamu'd-Dawla,
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